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Overview
• Anaphoric phenomena
• RARE – a framework for general anaphora 

resolution

This course is based on the article:
Cristea,D.; Postolache,O.D. (2005): How to deal with wicked 
anaphora, in António Branco, Tony McEnery and Ruslan 
Mitkov (editors): Anaphora Processing: Linguistic, Cognitive 
and Computational Modelling, Series IV – Current Issues in 
Linguistic Theory, vol 263, Benjamin Publishing Books, 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia, pp. 17-46
For an online access, follow this link: 
https://profs.info.uaic.ro/~dcristea/papers/CristeaPostolache
%20-%20WickedAnaphora.pdf

https://profs.info.uaic.ro/~dcristea/papers/CristeaPostolache%20-%20WickedAnaphora.pdf
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Anaphoric phenomena
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Anaphora and coreference

• Two lexical strings are anaphoric if the mental 
processing of the second (anaphor) depends on 
the mental processing of the first (antecedent).

I’m right now beginning a talk on AR. The audience seems to 
be still happy. 

• Two lexical strings corefer is they mean the 
same thing (entity).

John met Maria for the first time when he was a student.
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Anaphora eq coreference?
• Not all anaphoric links are coreferences:

The car stopped. John tried to fix the motor.

• Not all coreferences are anaphoric:

The sun is shining today…. I begun to read a book about 
Amenomphis the IVth, the Egyptian pharaoh, son of the sun.
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What are coreference chains?

Winston was just taking his place in one of the 
middle rows when two people whom he knew by 
sight, but had never spoken to, came 
unexpectedly into the room. 
One of them was a girl whom he often passed in 
the corridors. He did not know her name, but he
knew that she worked in the Fiction Department.
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Why is resolution easy? 

• semantic features

• gender concord rules in Romance 
languages

The elephant hit the car with the tromp. The window was broken. 

Fr. camion = il voiture = elle
Un camion a tamponné une voiture. Elle a été complètement détruite.

• number concord rules

The defence layers approached the judge. They ask him the permission to 
bring in another witness.

part-ofpart-of
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Why is resolution difficult?

• pronouns – poor semantic features
he [+animate, +person, +male, +singular]
she [+animate, +person, +female, +singular]
it [-animate, +singular]
they [+plural]

• gender mismatch: resolution by semantic 
features

Es. Su Majestad suprema … , el se mostro’ muy emocionado.

• number mismatch:

the government… the ministers…
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Why is resolution difficult: 
when to do it?

Police officer David Cheshire went to Dillard's home. Putting his ear next to
Dillard's head, Cheshire heard the music also.

Cheshire Dillard his
?

Dillard
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Why is resolution difficult: 
when to do it?

Police officer David Cheshire went to Dillard's home. Putting his ear next to
Dillard's head, Cheshire heard the music also.

Cheshire Dillard his Dillard Cheshire
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Why is resolution difficult: 
cataphora

“From the corner of the divan of Persian
saddle/bags on which he was lying, smoking,
as was his custom, innumerable cigarettes,
Lord Henry Wotton could just catch the
gleam of the honey-sweet and honey-
coloured blossoms of a laburnum…”
(O. Wilde – The Picture of Dorian Gray)
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RARE: a Robust Anaphora 
Resolution Engine

RARE

text

AR-model3

AR-model2

AR-model1

anaphoric links
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RARE = two main principles

1. The referential relations are of a semantic 
nature, not textual (at least Halliday&Hassan)

Co-referential anaphoric relation

text layer……………………………………………………………..

cognitive layer………………………………………………………

a

a proposes centera

centera

b evokes centera

b
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2. Processing is incremental

text layer…………………………………………

projection layer………………………………………………………..

cognitive layer…………………………………….

RE b projects fsb

fsb

centera

fsa proposes centera fsb evokes centera

RE a projects fsa

fsa

………………………ba

RARE = two main principles
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An integrated approach to 
both anaphora…

John sold his bicycle
although Bill would have wanted it.

text layer …………………………………………………………………

cognitive layer ……………………………

ithis bicycle

projection layer …………………………………………………

evokesproposes

no = sg
sem=bicycle
det = yes

projects

no = sg
sem=bicycle
det = yes

projects

no = sg
sem=¬human
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… and cataphora

text layer …………………………………………………………………

cognitive layer ……………………………

it his bicycle

projection layer …………………………………………………

projects

no = sg
sem=¬human

Although Bill would have wanted it,
John sold his bicycle to somebody else.

proposes

no = sg
sem=¬human

evokes

no = sg
sem=bicycle
det = yes

projects

no = sg
sem=bicycle
det = yes
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No difference between 
anaphora and cataphora
in discourse processing

• Introduction of an empty/representation-
poor discourse entity

• Addition of new features as discourse
unfolds

• Pronoun anticipation in Romanian

En. I taught Gabriel to read. = Ro. L-am învăţat pe Gabriel să citească.
Him Æ taught Gabriel to read. 
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Terminology
text layer ……………………….…………………………………………

cognitive layer ………………………………………DEm

REa

projection layer ………………………………………………

DEj DE1

PSx

REb REc REd REx

reference expressions
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Terminology
text layer ……………………….…………………………………………

cognitive layer ………………………………………DEm

REa

projection layer ………………………………………………

DEj DE1

PSx

REb REc REd REx

projected structures
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Terminology
text layer ……………………….…………………………………………

cognitive layer ………………………………………DEm

REa

projection layer ………………………………………………

DEj DE1

PSx

REb REc REd REx

discourse entities
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What is a RARE model?
text layer ……………………….…………………………………………

cognitive layer ………………………………………DEm

REa

projection layer ………………………………………………

DEj DE1

PSx

knowledge sources

primary attributes

REb REc REd REx

domain of referential accessibility

heuristics/rules
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a. morphological
- number
- lexical gender
- person

Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes
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Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes

b. syntactic
-full syntactic description of REs as constituents of a

syntactic tree [Lappin and Leass, 1994]
CT based approaches [Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein, 1995],
[Brennan, Friedman and Pollard, 1987], syntactic domain based
approaches [Chomsky, 1981], [Reinhart, 1981], [Gordon and
Hendricks, 1998], [Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]

-quality of being adjunct, embedded or complement of a
preposition
[Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]

-inclusion or not in an existential construction
[Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]

-syntactic patterns in which the RE is involved
syntactic parallelism [Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996], [Mitkov,
1997]
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c. semantic and lexical
-position of the head of the RE in a conceptual hierarchy,

animacy, sex (or natural gender), concreteness
WordNet based models [Poesio, Vieira and Teufel, 1997]

-inclusion in a synonymy class
-semantic roles, out of which selectional restrictions,

inferential links, pragmatic limitations, semantic parallelism
and object preference can be verified

Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes
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Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes

d. positional
-offset of the first token of the RE in the text

[Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]
-inclusion in an utterance, sentence or clause, considered as a
discourse unit

[Hobbs, 1987], Azzam, Humphreys and Gaizauskas, 1998],
[Cristea et al., 2000]
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Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes

e. surface realisation (type)
-the domain of this feature contains: zero-pronoun, clitic
pronoun, full pronoun, reflexive pronoun, possessive
pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, reciprocal pronoun,
expletive “it”, bare noun (undetermined NP), indefinite
determined NP, definite determined NP, proper noun
(name)

[Gordon and Hendricks, 1998], [Cristea et. al, 2000]
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f. other
- inclusion or not of the RE in a specific lexical field (“domain

concept”)
[Mitkov, 1997]

- frequency of the term in the text
[Mitkov, 1997]

- occurrence of the term in a heading
[Mitkov, 1997]

Component 1: the set of 
primary attributes
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•A knowledge source: a (virtual) processor able to fetch
values to attributes on the projections layer

[Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]: a marker of syntactic function and 
a set of patterns to recognises the expletive “it” (near specific 
sets of verbs or as subject of adjectives with clausal 
complements). 

[Azzam, Humphreys and Gaizauskas, 1998]: a syntactic analyser, a 
semantic analyser, and an elementary events finder.

[Gordon and Hendrick, 1998]: a surface realisation identifier and a 
syntactic parser. 

[Hobbs, 1978]: a syntactic analyser, a surface realisation identifier 
and a set of axioms to determine semantic roles and relations of 
lexical items.

• Minimum set: POS-tagger + shallow parser

Component 2: a set of 
knowledge sources
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• Certifying Rules (applied first): certify without 
ambiguity a possible candidate. 

• Demolishing Rules (applied afterwards): rule out 
a possible candidate. 

• Scored Rules: increase/decrease a resolution 
score associated with a pair <PS  DE>. 

Component 3: a set of 
matching heuristics or rules
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•[Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996]: a pronoun cannot co-refer
a constituent (NP) which contains it (the child of his
brother, his is neither child, nor brother). The remaining
candidates are sorted by weighing a set of attribute-values
pairs (linguistically and experimentally justified).
•[Gordon and Hendricks, 1997]: the antecedent’s syntactic
prominence (notion related to the relative distance in a
syntactic tree) influence the selection of the co-
referential candidate.
•[Gordon and Hendricks, 1998]: the salience of the
relations between names and pronouns is calculated by
using a graduation of surface realisation pairs: name-
pronoun > name-name > pronoun-name.

Component 3: a set of 
matching heuristics or rules
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Filter and order the candidate DEs:
a. Linearly

Dorepaal, Mitkov, ...
b. Hierarchically

Grosz&Sidner; Cristea,Ide&Romary ...

Component 4: the domain of 
referential accessibility



DRA: linear search order
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DRA: hierarchical search order
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RARE – The engine

For each RE of the text level (left to right):
• projection phase
• proposing/evoking phase
• completion phase
• re-evaluation phase
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…………  

…………   REatext layer …………

cognitive layer.….

projection layer …. ……….  PSa

projection phase
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…………  
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proposing/evoking phase

DEa



Phases of the engine

…………………   

………………`.  REb

PSb

……………….….  

REa

DEa

text layer ………………………….

cognitive layer.……………………

projection layer …………………..

proposing/evoking phase

?
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0

thresholdmin
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projection layer …………………………………………   

DE1
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REb REd REx

DE0DEm DE1
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How can wicked anaphora be 
accommodated by the framework?



Positionally triggered relations
• Nested REs – usually genitival constructions

the University building
Amenomfis the IVth's wife
the face of the beautiful queen

belongs-to ( )…

text level

cognitive level

nesting( )projection level



• Apposition
Nefertiti, Amenomfis the IVth's wife 

Positionally triggered relations

…

text level

cognitive level

position=apposition-of( )projection level



• The subject-predicative noun relation 
Maria is the best student of the whole class.
Your rival is a photo.
The young lady became a wife. 

Positionally triggered relations

…

text level

cognitive level

position=predicative-noun( )projection level



• The subject-predicative noun relation 
Maria is the best student of the whole class.
Your rival is a photo.
The young lady became a wife. 

Positionally triggered relations

…

text level

cognitive level

position=predicative-noun( )projection level

same-as( )



• Common NPs displaying identical lexical 
number but different lemmas 
Nefertiti, Amenomfis the IVth's wife … the 
beautiful queen 

Lemma disagreement of nouns 

sem=wife

text level

cognitive level

lemma=queenprojection level

Nefertiti Amenomfis the beatiful queen

sem=pharaon similarity-based 
decision



• Common NPs with different lexical number 
and different lemmas 
A patrol … the soldiers
The government… the ministers 

Lemma disagreement of nouns 

sem=patrol
Lnum=sg
Nnum=pl

text level

cognitive level

projection level

a patrol the soldiers

lemma=soldier
Lnum=pl
Nnum=pl



• Common nouns referring proper nouns 
Bucharest… the capital 

Lemma disagreement of nouns 

sem=capital

text level

cognitive level

projection level

Bucharest the capital

lemma=capital



Number disagreement
• A plural pronoun identifying a conjunction/

disjunction of singular/plural NPs or a split 
antecedent
John waited for Maria. They went for a pizza.
John waited for Maria. He invited her for a 
pizza.



Number disagreement
John finished his classes. He went to a football 
match. As it was a rainy day, no more than 20 
people were in the stadium. Maria happened to 
be there too. They went for a pizza and one 
month later got married. 

John
person

text level

cognitive level

projection level

John his classes 20 people Maria they

Maria
person

classes
class

20p
person

John&Maria
group-of(  ,  )



Example of RARE rules

<rule ID="EqualNPs" type="certifying">
<constraint on="RE" attr="MSD" val="Np*"/>
<constraint on="DE" attr="MSD" val="Np*"/>
<relation pred="equal" attrList="LEMMA"/>
<!-- Two proper nouns having equal lemmas 

should be coreferential. -->
</rule> 



Example of RARE rules
<rule ID="NumGenPersNotMatchPronPron" 
type="demolishing">

<constraint on="RE" attr="POS" val="PRON"/>
<constraint on="DE" attr="POS" val="PRON"/>
<relation pred="notEqual" attrList="NUM GEN 

PERS"/>
<!-- The test succeeds (and the demolishing rule 

applies) if one of the attributes NUM GEN PERS in RE 
does not match with its values in DE. -->
</rule>



Example of RARE rules

<rule ID="numberGenderPersAgreementPronoun" 
type="promoting" score="4.5">

<constraint on="RE" attr="POS" val="PRON"/>
<constraint on="DE" attr="POS" val="PRON"/>
<relation pred="equal" attrList="NUM GEN 

PERS"/>
<!-- A pronoun will corefer (with a score of 

4.5) a previous pronoun if they match in NUM AND 
GEN AND PERS. -->
</rule>



Example of RARE rules

<rule ID="PronounNounNumberAgreement" 
type="promoting" score="4">

<constraint on="RE" attr="POS" val="PRON"/>
<constraint on="DE" attr="POS" val="N"/>
<relation pred="equal" attrList="NUM"/>
<!-- A pronoun will corefer (with a score of 

4.) a previous noun if they match in NUM. -->
</rule> 



Example of RARE rules

<rule ID="LemmaEqualityNounNoun" type="promoting" 
score="5">

<constraint on="RE" attr="POS" val="N"/>
<constraint on="DE" attr="POS" val="N"/>
<relation pred="lemmaEquality" attrList="LEMMA 

NUM"/>
<!-- A noun will corefer a previous noun if 

they match in LEMMA AND NUM. --> 
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• Romanian
• English
• Polish
• Greek
• Bulgarian
• German

RARE in multilingual exercises


